1. Lety Out Loud by Angela Cervantes
2. One Third Nerd by Gennifer Choldenko
3. The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise by Dan Gemeinhart
4. Song For A Whale by Lynne Kelly
5. Because of the Rabbit by Cynthia Lord
6. Rescuing Rialto: A Baby Sea Otter’s Story by Lynda V. Mapes
7. Meena Meets Her Match by Karla Manternach
8. Saving Fable by Scott Reintgen
9. The Oddmire Book One: Changeling by William Ritter
10. Birdie by Eileen Spinelli
11. Roll With It by Jamie Sumner
12. A Monster Like Me by Wendy S. Swore
13. The Light Jar by Lisa Thompson
14. Stargazing by Jen Wang
15. A Green Place to Be: The Creation of Central Park by Ashley Yazdani